In the present paper we establish the general formulas for the total numbers of squares and rectangles are there in m n  and n n  boards. Some examples are also given to illustrate our new approaches.
Introduction
A grid or a board is a collection of such squares (rectangles) which are formed vertical and horizontal sides and describe details of pictures, letters and much more. The grids are very important in many applications such as in computer, engineering, mathematics, networks, communication systems, and many others various fields [1, 2, 3] . For example: In computer imaging, we have a grid of pixels and each pixel represents different colors together make the picture. Pixels are generally rectangles (squares). To save memory, we can combine rectangles (squares) together in to large rectangles (squares), this gives a picture. We need the number of rectangles (squares) of pixel to control of picture until to get a clear picture. Another example is that picture adding up squares as building a pyramid out of blocks, each block 1 unit on aside. The tip of the pyramid has 1 block, the next level down has 4 blocks ( 2 2  square), the next level has 9 blocks ( 3 3 square), and so on. Then the total number of blocks on a pyramid of height ( n ) is the same as the total numbers squares are there in n n  grid.
Since its sometimes difficult to count the number of squares and rectangles are there in a square (a rectangle) board, its of great important to establish the general formulas for the number of squares and rectangles are there in n n  a square board and are there in m n  a rectangle board. 
Number of
Note that the total number of squares are there in n n  a square board is derived from the sum of squares of the integers from 1 1 to n .This notation conclude to the following result.
be the number of squares in a square board of size n n  . Then the general formula for the number of squares are there in n n  a square board is given by:
(2.1)
Proof :
The proof is by mathematical induction on n . If we have a square
. Suppose that the number of squares are there in the first
, under this assumption, we must to show the result as in eq. (2.1). To prove this, let us add another square, so that the number of squares are there in the first n n  a square board is:
So that the proof of Theorem 1 is completed. Corollary 1. The number of squares are there in n× n a square board can be written as follows:
Proof : By using the formula in eq. (2.1),
Problem 1. How many squares are there in the ordinary chess board [5]?
Solution: The ordinary chess board has an 8 8 a square board. Then the number of squares are there in the chess board is:
Number of Rectangles are there in
n n  a Square Board Theorem 2. Let ) (n Q be the number of rectangles are there in a square board of size n n  . Then the general formula for the number of rectangles (including squares) are there in n n  a square board is: 
Corollary 2. The number of rectangles (not including squares) are there in n n  a square board is:
Problem 2. How many rectangles are there in the ordinary chess board?
Solution:
The ordinary chess board is an 8 8 a square board. Then 
Proof : (i) Straightforward by using Corollary 1.
(ii) Since n m  , then m can be written as t n m   and: 
(ii) By using the formula (4.2) in Theorem 3, then we have: 
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